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Dear,
We are expanding our Cyber Security Solutions with
DutchSec to support the growing needs for custommade security tooling and services in Europe.

• Nias2018

Introduction DutchSec
Centrally Located in Netherlands, the Utrecht
security company DutchSec was founded in 2016
by Remco Verhoef and Bas Eikelenboom, both
veterans in their field. Remco is a celebrated
cybersecurity specialist, entrepreneur and software
developer. Bas has established several IT security
companies in the past and was, among other
things, project leader of High Tech Crime at the
national police. Remco and Bas have now
combined their knowledge and experience in
DutchSec to provide companies with smart security
software and services.

What if we could stop cyberattacks before
they can harm your business?
In order to maintain focus on the development of
the innovative security tools they work with
Tucana to market and distribute their state of the
art solutions. Their motto is that Cyber security
must be affordable for everyone and to safeguard
the evolution of security technology and
therewith humanity.

Active Threat Hunting Suite
Their superb machine learning algorithms and
usage of additional statistical analyzes allow their
tools to make better predictions and decisions. This
data driven decision process is called Data and
Context Driven Security.
The Active Threat Hunting Suite is flexible build up
and expandable with many options. Think about
smart Honeytraps, programmable firewalls, Log
and flow monitors with additional anaylzers and
visualization tools.
Why Tucana added the Cyber Security solutions from DutchSec
The tools do not only allow you to hunt for the attackers, but also deliver
deception that allows your company to analyse the hackers better.
DutchSec believes in Open Source and shares a lot of the knowledge and
tools via an open source license to allow other security people to make use of
them.
The DutchSec products are a great fit in the Cyber Security solutions from
Tucana. We have the experience and solutions to help you with the
improvement of your visibility, performance and security.

.
Tucana and DutchSec join forces at the NIAS2018

.
More information
For a demo or more info about Cyber Security solutions
from DutchSec, please Click here.

